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A man cycles past
bombed buildings in
Borodyanka, a town
near the capital of Kyiv:
as the Russian army
turns its focus to the east
of Ukraine, people are
returning to the towns
around the capital Getty

Victory of humanity: ‘Now we’re
all so united to rebuild Ukraine’
As Russian troops move into the east of the
country, citizens in and around the capital are
rebuilding their communities from the ruins
Jeff
Farrell

N

atalia Alekseenko held
a dustpan and brush as
she surveyed the damage to her house. Gutted
by a shell from a Russian tank, the walls and
floors were blackened and the staircase burned down to a metal frame.
The roof had caved in too, leaving a
hole you could drive a car through.
“When it rains the water falls down
inside,” she said with a sigh. “We lost
everything here, even the furniture.
Everything is burned out. We have
nothing.”
After the shelling, Natalia and her
husband fled their home on the outskirts of Bucha, just over 30km northwest of the capital Kyiv, as Russian
tanks inched towards the housing
estate where they lived.
“We are lucky because we left the
house when the Russians were all
around,” she said. “Maybe just a few
hours after we left, the missiles flew
down.”
Natalia’s house is one of a row of destroyed homes in a once leafy housing
estate. Russian tanks drove into the
area a couple of weeks after Moscow’s
troops invaded Ukraine on February
24. The Kremlin’s army occupied Bucha and other areas around Kyiv including Borodyanka and Irpin, in a bid
to encircle and seize the capital, the
prized target in Vladimir Putin’s war.
Ukraine’s forces fought back,
however, and thwarted the plan. The
Kremlin withdrew its troops in early
April to focus on the current push in
the east.
In Moscow’s failed drive for the
capital, its tanks shelled hundreds of
buildings including residential tower blocks, turning them into rubble.
Millions who managed to flee are now
slowly trickling back to assess the
damage.
Natalia and her husband are among
them. At the moment her home is uninhabitable. “Right now we are living
in our friend’s house. It’s not permanent, it’s temporary,” she said.
She brought me outside to what had
been her back garden where there are
views of the surrounding pine forest.
On the main road, cars whizzed by.
On the corner a billboard advertised
property for sale in this modern estate.
The once shiny new homes were now
shelled and blackened. Windows shattered. A burned out Skoda was visible
in one driveway.
She pointed to a pile of rubble be-

hind her home to show me what was
left of her possessions. Among the
debris was a red clay flower pot. She
pulled up a shell of a bike, just the
frame. Elsewhere, a toy tractor, blue
and yellow, lay on the ground among
shards of glass.
“I lived here with my husband. Our
children are adults, and they visited
us with their sons,” she said, her eyes
welling with tears. “We have nothing
now. We hope the government will
help us to rebuild the house. We believe that.”
It’s hard to be confident that they
will move back into their home any
time soon. Ukraine’s scarce resources
are being pumped into fighting off
Russia in the east. In April, the country’s president Volodymyr Zelensky
told many of the world’s finance ministers that Ukraine needed aid of €6.7
billion every month until the summer
just to keep ticking over.
Longer term, about €60 billion of
physical damage has so far been inflicted on Ukraine, according to the
World Bank. The country for now is in
survival mode, but Zelensky has his
eye on rebuilding. He told the same
world finance ministers last month,
in a video link address to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
World Bank, that Ukraine “will need
hundreds of billions of euro to rebuild
all this later“.

Natalia Alekseenko: her home on the outskirts of Bucha was destroyed

An abandoned Russian tank outside Borodyanka

Tank marks on the roads

After saying our goodbyes, my driver
Sasha and I headed for the town of
Borodyanka, which has been heavily
shelled by Russian forces. Along the
way, we passed bombed out petrol stations as Sasha skirted around craters
on the road at speed.
The potholes from shelling were
mostly marked with tape to warn motorists. Sasha later navigated a battered
bridge, almost V-shaped. He slowed
down, nudged the nose of the car over
and we inched slowly down one side
before coming up the other half which
was like a ramp.
After the bridge, the whine of the
tyres on the flat road changed to a high
pitched sound. “That’s from the marks
the Russian tanks left on the road,” he
said, shaking his head.
Further on, we passed an area scattered with Russian tanks and burned
out armoured vehicles. On one tank
we saw a handwritten note in black
marker on white paper. “Russian
creatures, we hate you,” it read.

A destroyed housing estate in Bucha, 30kms from the capital Kyiv

Locals were standing on the charred,
metal ruins snapping selfies. Lima
Komar’s husband was taking photos
of her.
“We left this area at the start of the
invasion,” Lima said. “We are back to
check what happens with everything,
and right now we are on our way back
to see our children.”
“Our house is relatively okay. We
just changed the windows and we are
happy that it hasn’t burned. And, of
course, we are happy that our area is
liberated from the Russians, but we
know that the war is not finished yet.”
A 20-minute drive further north, we

For Russians, it
is not possible
to have a
democratic
free country,
so they destroy
everything that
distinguishes us
from them

arrived in Borodyanka, 60km northwest of Kyiv. The monumental task to
rebuild Ukraine is already beginning
in small steps in towns like this one.
Russian tanks shelled the town
to rubble. The few residential tower
blocks that still stand are hollowed out.
A workman on the fourth floor of one
building shovelled out broken bricks,
the debris crashing to the ground in a
cloud of dust. Elsewhere, a lone army
boot, scuffed with dirt, stood beside a
pile of rocks.
More than 1,000 civilians were
killed in the outskirts of Kyiv during
the Russian occupation, according to
Ukrainian officials. After the Russian
forces withdrew from areas around
the capital, including Borodyanka and
Bucha, images emerged showing bodies strewn on the streets. Corpses with
hands tied and bullet holes in their
heads. A mass grave held over 380
slain civilians.
In Borodyanka, the extent of the civilian death toll is not clear. Locals say
scores of bodies remain trapped under
rubble. The clean-up in the area could
take years, so for now there are no
hard figures on the deaths of innocent
people caught up in Putin’s invasion.
Iurii stood in a manhole shovelling
dirt into a bucket, clearing debris from
the water system in the town, which
had a population of 13,000 before the
invasion. Iurii was working with a colleague, Adel. He shovelled rubble into
a black bucket, handed it up to Adel
who then hauled it away. The two are
among the many volunteer workers
helping to rebuild their country little
by little.
Iurii wiped his brow, and pointed at
the pipes below. “In Borodyanka there
is electricity and even some water
flowing through the tubes so we need
to clean it,” he said.
Iurii, who, like so many others,
didn’t want to give his surname for
“security purposes”, hopped up out of
the manhole and Adel climbed down,
taking her turn at the shovel.
Iurii said he had been the captain of
a Boeing 737, a pilot with a Ukrainian
airline, until Russia invaded his country and he lost his job. He looked
around at the devastation in the centre
of Borodyanka and scratched his thick
beard.
“It is probably one of the most awful
situations because we have a number
of multi-storey buildings destroyed,
not only small buildings like in Bucha,” he said. “But also multi-storeys
which collapsed inside. I guess the
majority [of the buildings] will be destroyed. But there is some thought that
a couple of the buildings will be kept,
the Ukrainians will build a memorial
of war. So definitely something will
not be removed to remember about all
the crimes of this war.”
Earlier, I wandered around the
main square. At the centre there is a
bust of Ukraine’s national poet, Taras
Shevchenko, who died in 1861. The
tribute to the national literary treasure
is now shot up. Shevchenko’s concrete
head is dotted with bullet holes and
chunks of concrete hang loose from
the pedestal. At its base, however,

locals have left tributes to the broken
bard — yellow and blue flowers in the
colours of the Ukrainian flag.
Iurii explained why the Russian
forces decided to shoot up a bust.
“I was in Russia a lot of times, as a
civilian pilot,” he said, kicking a stone.
“I know they just do not take Ukrainians seriously. For them, we are not a
nation, we are not a country. For them,
it is not possible to have a democratic
free country, so they just destroy everything that distinguishes us from
them. So if we have a great Ukrainian
poet, we should forget him.”
He believes the bust will not be repaired.
“I know that Shevchenko’s monument will stay with a shot head,
something to remember about all the
crimes of this war.”

Collecting for the army

As we travelled to the outskirts of
Borodyanka, the hollowed out buildings in the centre gave way to bungalows behind gates, the homes from
the street looked untouched by the
shelling. Outside one home, the walls
painted a pale blue, there was a boy
who looked about seven or eight. He
was waving a giant Ukrainian flag,
collecting money for the Ukrainian
army with a cardboard box at his feet.
We slowed down and I hopped out
to the boy, money in my hand. The
boy’s mother peeped out from behind a gate, smiling. I dropped a few
hryvnia, the Ukrainian national currency, into his box.
“Spasibo [thanks in Russian],” the
boy said. The language is not forbidden
despite the Russian invasion and is as
commonplace as Ukrainian.
We drove back to where Iurii was
working at the manhole to find Adel
pulling up a creature from the ground
where she was working, carrying it
carefully to a box.
“We rescued a hedgehog,” Iurii said.
“He almost didn’t move when we
found him. He was not alive, not dead.
He’s in good hands now. We will feed
him up and then let him go free to his
home in the nature.”
Adel, a shop worker, picked up the
hedgehog and cuddled it. “I am very
happy that I found it,” she said, also
refusing to give her surname. “Something good comes from this war.”
Iurii hopped back down the manhole for his turn with the spade. He
said everyone in the country was
playing their part to rebuild the
country.
“Now we are all so united to do one
goal: from military, to ordinary civilians, to people like me, to everybody
else from different backgrounds, different ages, different sexes, all Ukrainians are united and they do their job
to rebuild Ukraine.”
And he believes it will be a better
country. “When I see photos of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in Japan, totally
destroyed in World War II, and now
they are prospering, it is some kind
of victory of humanity that we can
be destroyed but rise from nothing.
Ukraine will do the same: the rebuild
will let it lift from the ashes.”
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‘We have pushed
away the Russians
and some people
are returning’
Almost three months into the Russian invasion,
the people of Kharkiv are remaining stoic as
they endure a seemingly endless barrage of
artillery fire and bullets, writes Jeff Farrell

T

he sound of artillery fire repeatedly
echoed across Zolochiv last week, a
sharp crack-crack ringing out in the
small town in the Kharkiv region.
Shakhov Serhii, a local taxi driver,
stiffened his face, but after a moment
grinned and announced: “That’s us firing at the
Russians.”
Zolochiv sits in the region of Kharkiv in northeast Ukraine, around ten kilometres from the
frontline of the fighting as Ukrainian forces are
inching the Kremlin’s army back to Russia’s border just another 15kms to the north.
Just two months ago, scores of Russian armoured vehicles rumbled through the streets of
the main city of Kharkiv, 40 kilometres south of
here. “These guys walked around expecting people to thank them as liberators. Throw flowers
or something,” Serhii said. “They even asked a
friend of mine for food, and went to the police to
ask for fuel. That’s what I heard.”
While these accounts cannot be confirmed,
local media reported that the Ukrainian army
fired at the few Russian armoured vehicles that
breached the city and fierce fighting erupted.
The Russian “liberation” lasted just a few
hours, and the soldiers who ambled into the city
of Kharkiv met their end in a spray of bullets,
soldiers told this journalist.

The fierce fighting in early March came amid
weeks of Russian shelling that turned whole
neighbourhoods in the area of North Saltivka into
rubble. Last week in Zolochiv, Serhii parked his
bright red taxi outside a squat building.
The streets were deserted on the grey, chilly
May day and it was easy to see the extent of the
shelling the place had endured: buildings with
windows shattered, homes reduced to rubble,
and railings twisted in the concrete.
A police car pulled up and three Politsiya
piled out of the white vehicle, the upper half
chequered yellow and blue in the colours of the
Ukrainian flag. “Document,” one of the officers
barked.
Serhii explained that I was a journalist from
Ireland and the tension eased. The police chatted
to Serhii, who translated.
“You have one hour to get out of town before
the Russians start shelling. It happens every day,
constantly after 5pm.” he relayed.
It was just after 3.30pm. Ninety minutes or so
before bombs were due to rain down, four people
raked the earth in their backyard, toiling the land.
One of them, a man in his 50s, heavyset and
wearing a black woolly hat, rested his big hands
on a wooden fence.
He said his name was Andriy, and he recalled
Russian troops shelling the area just days after

the invasion began on February 24.
Andriy, who did not want us to use his surname, said: “They came 20 kilometres from here
on the first day of the war, the fighters, and they
were shooting [artillery] from that position to
Kharkiv. We heard the explosions all over here
from the tanks, and then they started to shoot
directly to this place, and houses and buildings
were broken.”
He said the Russians were now a few kilometres further back to the Russian border, but that
the bombing still goes on. “We have a shelter under the house for the shelling,” he said.
Pointing back to the three women raking the
land, he said: “We are growing our own food
now. We don’t know what will happen with this
war. The price of food is going up. The fuel is going up. Now we are living off the land again. The
life is gone.”
Andriy shrugged off the idea of normality in
Ukraine any time soon. “That idiot Putin will not
stop by himself. The red line was crossed and
now he has nothing to lose. Now he has to save
his face against the world,” he said.
When Russian president Vladimir Putin
launched the invasion of Ukraine on February
24, he absurdly billed the assault as a “Special
Military Operation” designed as a “denazification” of the country led by Volodymyr Zelensky,
who is Jewish.
Ministers in Moscow later shut down opposition media and social media platforms including
Twitter and Facebook. Most in Russia merely
have access to state TV, and so the “denazification” narrative appears to be working.
“Russia, we have relatives there. They say to us:
‘You will be liberated there [in Ukraine]’, and I
say to them: ‘From what?’,” Andriy said with a
laugh.
Earlier in the day, as Serhii drove south towards

Ukraine’s pain
against the grain
Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine
has meant millions of tons of staple
food crops remain stuck in the
country – with potentially disastrous
consequences for the rest of the world
too. Lorcan Allen reports

B

ehind the scenes in Brussels, EU civil servants are
busy working out how to
solve one of the greatest
logistical challenges the
continent has faced in
modern times – how to move millions
of tons of grain and oilseeds out of

Ukraine by land.
The country is one of the world’s
largest exporters of key grain and oilseeds commodities, accounting for
up to 20 per cent of global grain trade.
In a normal year, the country exports
close to 60 million tons of wheat, corn
and barley to world markets, while it is

also a world leader in sunflower oil.
Russia’s invasion of the country,
however, means millions of tons of
staple food crops remain trapped in
the country prompting fears of potential global food shortages later this year
and into 2023. The waters of the Black
Sea around key ports like Odessa and
Mykolaiv have been blockaded by
Russian warships and lined with sea
mines, meaning cargo ships would not
dare go near Ukrainian ports even if
the war ended tomorrow.
The collapse in export routes is also
damaging from an economic perspective, with grain shipments accounting
for more than 20 per cent of Ukraine’s
national export revenues.
With over 90 per cent of Ukrainian
crops exported by sea, policy-makers
in Brussels and other western nations
are desperately scrambling to find

The Heroiv Pratsi metro
station in Kharkiv, which
is serving as a shelter for
people bombed out of
their homes

Kharkiv, Russian shells pounded the landscape.
Puffs of smoke rose from yellowed fields, and
grey clouds lingered. Serhii hit the accelerator
harder, dodging potholes like craters.
About a half hour on, photographer Olena
Dolzhenko stood beside a burned-out armoured
vehicle, wearing a military green flak jacket
daubed with “Press” and a helmet.
Dolzhenko volunteers with the organisation
Hell’s Kitchen, which feeds soldiers. On the side,
she snaps images of the aftermath of Russian at-
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From left: Yevhenii Babchenko, 25, a soldier in Saltivka;
another soldier, Ruslan, stands outside a bombed out
building in Kharkiv; Dima, one of 480 people living in the
metro station in Kharkiv; journalist Jeff Farrell interviews
Ruslan in the suburb of Saltivka

All pictures by Phil Wilson

check if his flat was still intact. He stood near a
sign spray painted in white on the walls that said
in Russian: “People here.” The idea was to deter
the Kremlin’s army from shelling, but it didn’t
work.
“They are bombing peaceful citizens, children, old people,” Evgeny said, shaking his head.
“What can I say – this is a war.”
Another soldier, Yevhenii Babchenko, stood
nearby, pointing his gun to the ground. He is
grateful to the West for shipping over weapons
to help the Ukrainian army fight back Russia.
The US has been the biggest donor, dispatching
armaments including drones that can be turned
into flying bombs and anti-aircraft weapons that
can shoot down helicopters.
Other tools of war include the Javelin, a
shoulder-held anti-tank weapon that shoots
heat-seeking rockets at targets up to 4km away.
Britain has funnelled over numerous artillery
weapons, and late last month promised more.
In a nod to the West, Yevhenii, 25, said: “I can
only say thank you. This is really good because
we only had protective weapons, not weapons
for attacking the Russian military. And with the
help of Britain and the United States we can do
anything.”

Stoic and proud

tacks in Kharkiv.
“I take photographs firstly to get documentary
proof of war crimes of Russian invaders here,
and secondly to show to the Europeans here the
damage made to our city and the nearby villages.
We plan to organise several exhibitions across
Europe, in Italy, US and Germany, Poland, and
show our city before and after the invasion,” she
said.
“We also want to show Europe that the war can
go to their homes as well if Putin is not stopped.”

A Ukrainian flag flies from the
roof of a combine harvester
during a wheat harvest for
the ZAT Nibulon agricultural
company in Nikolaev, Ukraine

Bloomberg

Fierce fighting

The devastation that Russian bombing wrought
on one neighbourhood in Kharkiv is laid bare by
the hollowed-out and blackened multi-storey
residential buildings in the suburb of Saltivka.
Much of the area is rubble.
One Ukrainian soldier, Ruslan, patrolled the
scene wearing a black ski mask pulled up over
his nose. He claimed that the Ukrainian troops
pushed back the Russian forces from here recently after fierce fighting.

alternative routes to move vital grain
and oilseed crops out of the country
later this year.

‘Gigantesque’ challenge

On Wednesday last week, the European Commission published a new plan
to help facilitate the export of agricultural commodities from Ukraine, stating it would establish “solidarity lanes”
to help move grain by road and rail.
As part of the plan, the EU called on
European transport operators to make
available every truck, rail cart and
vessel to help in the logistics effort.
It said Ukrainian grain exports need
to be prioritised and instructed infrastructure managers to make rail slots
available for these exports.
“Twenty million tons of grains have
to leave Ukraine in less than three
months using the EU infrastructure.
This is a gigantesque challenge, so it is
essential to coordinate and optimise
the logistic chains, put in place new
routes, and avoid, as much as possible,
the bottlenecks,” Adina Vălean, the
European Commissioner for Transport, said.
The commissioner was not exaggerating when she described the size
of this logistics challenge as “gigantesque”.
The logistics networks for grains and
other crops that underpin our global
food system have evolved over time to
become highly efficient supply chains
moving grain from the producing re-

Ruslan, who refused to give his surname, said:
“Four or five days ago you cannot stay here, because there were huge battles here, but now the
situation is stabilised, we have pushed away the
Russians and some of the people are already returning to this district.”
In a nearby building that was blackened but
standing, an elderly couple on the fourth floor
knocked out the remaining fragments of glass
from a shattered window frame.
Evgeny Gusev, 36, was visiting the area to

gions of the world to where it is needed most.
Yet the war in Ukraine will have a
profound effect on that network, and
industry experts are warning it will be
very difficult for the EU to effectively
create a replacement transport corridor on this scale in a matter of months.
Mike Lee, head of Green Square
Agro Consulting, spent a lot of time in
Ukraine prior to the war.
He said he expects Ukrainian farmers will grow up to 80 per cent of the
normal volume of crops this year,
despite Russia’s invasion, but warned
that the country will struggle to export
any meaningful volume of grain in
2022 and 2023.
“In a normal year, Ukraine exports
up to five million tons of grain and
oilseeds every month, with 90 per
cent of those commodities shipped
out through Black Sea ports in Odessa and Mykolaiv. Those ports are still
operational, but no ships will go near
Ukraine because the Russians have
put mines in the Black Sea,” Lee told
the Business Post.
“Romania, Lithuania and Poland
are all trying to help Ukraine find an
alternative route for exports by rail
or truck, but the volumes are much,
much smaller. But even with alternative routes you’re talking about grain
exports at hundreds of thousands of
tons a month, as opposed to millions
of tons. At best, I think Ukrainian grain
exports will get up to 1 to 1.5 million

tons per month,” he said.
Rail is often used in other countries as an efficient transport option
for moving large volumes of bulk
commodities over land. However,
Ukrainian rail gauge widths are different to other European countries,
meaning rail wagons from Ukraine are
not compatible with most of the EU
rail network.

Millions of tons of staple
food crops remain
trapped in the country
prompting fears of
potential global food
shortages

As we drove south towards the centre of Kharkiv,
the showrooms of car garages, including Porsche
and Mercedes Benz, sat empty behind shattered
windows.
Further on, the Heroiv Pratsi metro station
which, like many others was shelled by the
Russians, is now serving as a shelter for people
bombed out of their homes.
A young man named Dima stood inside the
station by the doors that lead into the train tracks
wearing a navy blue Adidas tracksuit with red
stripes. He pointed to a luminous yellow band on
his left arm and said he was a volunteer liaising
with a local aid group. He said there were 480
people sheltering in the station.
Dima, who did not want to give his surname,
said he had been holed up in the metro station
since the day Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24 and shelled Kharkiv. “My house is damaged, the windows blown in, and it was too cold
to stay there,” he said.
A woman in a navy bib pushed past, nudging
along an industrial floor cleaner, with the motor whining as a grey and white dog nosed the
ground.
Dima said the metro station was not the worst
place to be. “We have a toilet, a sink we can wash
out of, and food. We have the normal behaviour,”
he said.
Inside the metro station, a train painted bright
blue and yellow was parked on each track. In
front, people lay on the platforms including a
woman in a light green jumper, in her 70s, below
a blanket.
Others slept in tents and there was even a
white bunk bed, a sign of how long people have
been living below ground. The air was stale and
thick with body odour, but the people looked
stoic and proud.
Evgeny Ivanovich, 52, patted a stool and called
me to sit down. Evgeny said he was a cook before
the war, and that he came down here around six
weeks ago when Russian troops shelled his home
and he was forced to live out of a bunker below
his house with his brother.
He has a daughter who lives in Germany, who
told him to get out of the shelter below his house.
“She said I would be totally under rubble if the
ground collapsed. And the telephone wasn’t
working in the shelter. I had no connection. This
is one of the reasons I am here,” he said. “I am
alone here, sick of this place, and poor and tired.”
A man behind him with a heavy beard sat up
in a sleeping bag, eating what looked like bread.
In a swipe at Putin, Evgeny said he was not
confident the invasion would end soon. “This
war will go on.” he said, adding that despite Putin’s actions, there was only kinship between the
people of Russia and Ukraine.
“My uncle is in Moscow and my aunt too. We
are not enemies of the people of Moscow,” he
said, thumping his chest. “We are brothers – or
we were brothers.”

This difference in the rail gauge
width is posing a significant challenge
to alternative logistics efforts as any
potential Ukraine grain shipments will
need to be transhipped at the border
to lorries or wagons that fit the EU
standard gauge, which is a time-consuming process. EU officials also say
that transhipment facilities along the
border with Ukraine are scarce, and
have called on private grain operators
to urgently transfer mobile grain loaders to the relevant border terminals to
speed up the process.
The EU’s logistics efforts face a race
against time, with the Ukrainian crop
harvest set to kick-off in July. Despite
the ongoing war, Lee said Ukrainian
farmers look set to produce a significant volume of grain and oilseeds
in 2022 with close to 21 million acres
of winter crops already planted this
season.
He added that farmers are now
in the midst of sowing spring crops
such as corn and sunflowers, while
good growing conditions in Ukraine
this spring have been supportive of
crop yields. However, he warned that
harvesting crops is likely to be challenging.
“Almost all winter wheat has got
some level of fertiliser before the war
started, so it would be a good crop in
a normal year. However, the winter
wheat harvest is due to start in July,
and it’s impossible to say how safe it
will be for farmers to actually harvest

the crop,” Lee said.
“No farmer wants to be in a tractor
or combine with all the lights switched
on when there’s a war still going on.
And farmers will also be reluctant to
harvest crops if they think there are
mines, shrapnel or ordnance still lying
around.”
Even if Ukrainian farmers do get to
harvest their crops this year, Lee said
storage is likely to become a major
issue if export markets are still cut off,
meaning millions of tons of food crops
could go to waste.
The potential for global food shortages due to the war in Ukraine are
very significant. Consumers in Europe,
the US and other western countries are
seeing higher prices for food in their
shopping bills but, far more gravely,
billions of people in developing countries are facing the very real prospect
of food shortages next year.
In major grain-importing regions
like Africa, the Middle East and parts
of Asia, where consumers depend
on staple food crops, the shut-out of
Ukraine from world export markets
could have very significant effects.
In countries like Egypt, which is
home to more than 100 million people and the world’s largest importer
of wheat, food shortages could potentially have a destabilising impact,
especially since food inflation and
shortages were one of the contributing
factors to the Arab Spring uprising a
decade ago.
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Passengers in Krakow
board a bus to Kyiv, which
has a digital inscription
on the side saying ‘Putin
Huylo’ (which translates
roughly as ‘Putin is a
dickhead’) 
Getty

Ukrainians torn by the dilemma of
returning home or remaining in exile
Weary of being displaced from their
homeland for four months, many
Ukrainian refugees are leaving Poland
even as they are thankful for their
neighbour’s hospitality in a time of war

Jeff
Farrell

Y

eva and her family
packed their bags for
Poland just two weeks
after Russia invaded
Ukraine.
The 15-year-old fled
with her mother and brother from her
town 100km from Zaporizhzhya in
the south-east of their country, which
is home to the largest nuclear power
plant in Europe. Russian forces shelled
the facility on March 3, and fires broke
out, sparking fears that the reactor
was damaged and this could lead to a
Chernobyl-like disaster.
That prompted Yeva and her family to make the journey of more than
1,000km west to Poland. They are now
safe after finding refuge in Przemyśl,
a city in the south east of the country
just 15km from the border with their
homeland.
But Yeva worries about her father
who couldn’t leave Ukraine because,
like all men aged between 18 and 60,
he must stay and potentially fight for
his country’s army.
Yeva watches the news on TV of the
Russian army slowly advancing across
the eastern Donbas region, seizing
towns and villages in its usual strategy — flattening urban areas with shells
before sending the troops in to conquer rubble as the bodies of civilians
pile up.
She knows her father can’t leave
Ukraine, but she wishes he would at
least follow the usual path of the seven
million people displaced within her
country and head north or west, away
from the conflict.
“I see all the bombs in the news and
I call my father and say: ‘You are at
home in a bombing area’,” she said,
shaking her head. “And it’s hard. I
know he is an adult and very clever,
but why stay there?”

I see all the bombs in the
news and I call my father
and say: ‘You are at home in a
bombing area’

Aid workers, who faciliated the Business Post’s interview with Yeva, asked
for her surname and exact home address to be excluded, given her age.
Yeva, her mother and brother are
among the five million who fled
Ukraine for refuge abroad, with more
than one million staying in neighbouring Poland. They were lucky to find
a home and a local Ukrainian-Polish
school.
Yeva is one of about 30 students in
a class made up of children who also
fled the war and are now trying to get
to grips with the Polish language, culture and history.

Language lessons

The Business Post sat in on the class and
watched as the students went through
the lesson as part of the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF)
programme, an EU-funded scheme
that provides language and culture
lessons for free to all non-EU nationals
who are settling into Poland.
The airy classroom was on the second floor, with the windows opening
out to where the wind jostled thin
trees outside. The walls were pale
yellow and at the front of the room a
wooden cross was hung over framed
emblems of both the Polish and
Ukrainian military.
Agnieszka Buk was teaching the
students, aged from 11 to 16. She usually works as an associate professor
of linguistics at the University of Rzeszow, a nearby city.
She stood in front of the students
as Polish traditional music played
through speakers. She then held up
the red and white Polish flag and, later,
showed the 27 member states of the
European Union and the members of
Nato on a projector screen.
At break time, the students went out
to a table down the corridor, where
they tucked into a free lunch of bananas, apples, bottled water and fruit
juice. They laughed and joked next to
an A-frame adorned with students’
paintings and drawings about the war.
The illustrations were all in the blue
and yellow of the Ukrainian flag, with
one depicting a fist pumped into the
air captioned “Stop the war”. Another showed a white dove soaring into
the sky with the message “calling for
peace”. One simply read: “Stop Putin”.
After another 45 minutes of the

class, the students were finished. Buk
sank into a chair in the corridor,
waving a hand in front of her
face amid the muggy air. She
let out a deep breath and, after a moment, explained the
purpose of the class.
“In the school we are
realising a government programme for foreigners, to
help them join our society,
community, to know a little
bit about Poland,” Buk said.
“So it’s a little programme
for the children, they will get a
six-hour workshop, about Polish
history, culture, traditions, geography.”
Daria Kołacz is a full-time teacher in
the school, where children are taught
in both Polish and Ukrainian.
“About 50 per cent of the students
here are Ukrainian refugees and the
other half, their parents are Ukrainians,” she said.
The number of students has more
than doubled since Ukrainians fleeing
the Russian invasion poured over the
border into Poland. “Before the war
there were 120 students, now there are
130 more,” Kołacz said.
The school can accommodate the
rise in pupil numbers, but it involves
extra workload for the teachers.
“It was pretty hard the first week
because they were all together, but
then they were divided into two
groups,” Kołacz said, explaining that
classes used to be held just once
during the day, but now they are in
shifts, one starting at 7am and another
at 4pm.
Poland is not just dealing with
Ukrainians looking to seek refuge in
the country. It also is trying to help
those who now want to return home.

Back to Kyiv

At Przemyśl Railway Station, a voice
crackled over an intercom as volunteer workers in yellow and orange
vests busied about directing travellers.
Most hauled big heavy suitcases, the
wheels clattering on the concrete. One
woman carried a white poodle, another carried a child.
They joined a queue near a
train, blue with a yellow stripe,
that sat behind a rusty mesh
fence topped with spikes.
This railway station in the
south east of Poland is the
main hub where the bulk of
refugees flow in from cities
in Ukraine and all first pass
through Lviv, 100kms over
the border.
Vitaliia Bashynska was
sitting on the kerb wearing
jeans and a white T-shirt,
in an area next to platform 5. But like everyone
else she was not seeking
refuge in Poland, she was
bound for Ukraine on
the express train for a 12hour journey back to Kyiv.
Vitaliia said that she

Vitaliia Bashynska: moved
to Warsaw where her son
is studying. She is now
returning to Ukraine to be
with her husband

Russ Hart, a retired
restaurant manager from
Houston, Texas, came to help
World Central Kitchen to
cook for refugees

left her home city after the Russian
army invaded Ukraine on February 24 and the Kremlin’s troops
began to move towards the
capital before the local military fought back and pushed
them out amid fierce battles.
The Russian invasion has
so far prompted more than
five million refugees to flee
Ukraine, the UN has said.
Most went west to Poland
and funnelled through cities
including Przemyśl. Millions went further west across
Europe to countries including
Ireland, while more than a million
stayed in Poland, filtering out north to
cities including Krakow and Warsaw.
Bashynska was among them. She
went to Warsaw where her son was
studying. “I decided to spend some
time in Poland because it’s more safe
here,” she said.
Poland has an open door policy
towards refugees. They have a right
to immediately work and access the
same benefits as a Polish citizen.
Housing has been provided where
possible, aid workers said.
Much of it is with host families who
are funded by the state. Others are
accommodated in refugee centres for
weeks or months hoping for a roof
over their head away from the shelter
facilities. Many are starting to worry
about homelessness amid fears that
the Polish government may have to
stop funding for host families.
Bashynska doesn’t consider herself
a refugee, however. She said she has a
job and travelled on her own money
and she praised Polish hospitality.
“They provided free clothes, free
train, everything for us,” she said.
She is now one of the thousands
going back to Ukraine as the lure of
home and her desire to be reunited
with her husband became too strong
to resist. There is no official count of
the number of refugees in Poland returning to Ukraine, but aid workers in
Przemyśl estimate that 50 per cent of
the people passing through the train
station are leaving.
They do so knowing they may not
be returning to safety. Russia is
focused on a push in the east in
the Donbas region, but there is
no green zone. Russian ships in
the Caspian Sea launch cruise
missile attacks across the
country, on cities including
Odesa, in the south, Lviv, in
the west, and Kyiv, the capital
in the north east.
More than 3,000 civilians
have been killed since the
Russian invasion, the UN has
said.
Descending into the
depths of an underpass, a
tunnel that runs below the
train tracks, there are many
volunteers helping the refugees either arriving into
Poland or leaving.
One American, who is in

his early 30s, explained that he took
his ten days’ annual leave from his job
in real estate and hopped on a plane
to do what he could for the refugees in
Poland.
“At the end of the day, we’re all humans, and I’ve an extra pair of hands
so I decided to come out here and help
out,” he said.
It was his first day on the job, but
he said other volunteers told him
why many Ukrainians were returning
home.
“A lot are saying there’s a lot going
back to Ukraine, they haven’t got any
money left, no place to stay, so they’d
rather just go home,” he said before
rushing off to help a woman carrying a
heavy case down steep concrete steps.

Anger at Putin

Russ Hart is from Houston, Texas
and is also volunteering. A retired
restaurant manager, he came to help
World Central Kitchen to cook for the
refugees. The US-based NGO was first
founded to help feed people after the
earthquake in Haiti in 2010 and usually responds to natural disasters.
“I believe that the only meaning in
life is what we give it,” he said. “So I
came to give meaning to my life.”
He also said he was driven to help
out over anger at Russian president
Vladimir Putin.
“Some people deserve to die, and
Putin is one of them. All the lives that
he’s devastated, because of some desire to be Peter the Great. There’s a rumour he has cancer — I hope it’s true.”
The sun was shining outside the
railway station building and the temperature was close to 26C. To the right,
refugees queued to get food from the
World Central Kitchen. One woman in
her 30s hauled a red camping backpack; another in her 70s stopped as
she slowly pulled along a wheelie bag.
After being fed, many people head
across town to Dom Ukrainski W
Przemyslu, a Polish-Ukrainian cultural institute that normally hosts plays
and musical events. Now, its theatre is
home to more than 50 beds where refugees stay for two to three nights before shuttling off to bigger cities. Even
the stage is filled with beds.
One woman was sleeping when we
visited, another reading a book. Outside, others were sitting in a kitchen
eating the dish of the day: pierogi,
filled Polish dumplings.
A volunteer, Mariana, who declined
to give her surname, said that in recent weeks she had noticed that many
Ukrainians were returning home.
“In May, this number started to grow
pretty much. Sometimes, it looks like
the same number that comes to Poland leaves,” she said.
Back at her temporary school in
Przemyśl, Yeva stood outside after her
class and confided that she too would
like to go home in the future. But her
mother knows for now that Poland is
their best option.
“I would like to go back some day,”
Yeva said, “but now it is dangerous.”

